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Term Sheet
Massachusetts Joint Statewide Electric and
Gas Three-Year Energy Efficiency Plan for 2022-2024
Delivering Savings and Transition Toward
Climate and Equity Imperatives

I.

Green Communities Act Context.

Pursuant to G.L. c. 25, §§ 19, 21, on April 30, 2021, the Program Administrators (“PAs”) filed
their initial “Massachusetts Joint Statewide Electric and Gas Three-Year Energy Efficiency Plan
for 2022-2024” (“2022-2024 Plan”) with the Energy Efficiency Advisory Council (“EEAC” or
“Council”), along with detailed supporting data including benefit cost ratio (“BCR”) models and
detailed energy efficiency data tables. Since the PAs’ April 30 filing, there have been seven
Council meetings, three additional public comment listening sessions, extensive work with the
Equity Working Group (“EWG”), multiple informal stakeholder engagements, and extensive work
with the Council and its technical consultants. On July 28, 2021, the Council adopted its detailed
Resolution regarding the April 30 draft of the 2022-2024 Plan. On September 15, the PAs filed a
next iteration of data updating the 2022-2024 Plan, along with a narrative summary. On October
6, 2021, the PAs filed a detailed 249-page update of the narrative for the 2022-2024 Plan, along
with a comparison to the April 30 draft showing the changes made to the original draft based upon
stakeholder feedback, the Council’s July 28 Resolution, and further planning work. In this Term
Sheet, the PAs, the Department of Energy Resources (“DOER”), and the Office of the Attorney
General (“AGO”) (together, the “Parties”) set forth the key terms to be included in the final 20222024 Plan.
II.

Climate Act Context.

On March 26, 2021, Governor Baker signed bold new legislation adopted by the General Court
that codified the General Court’s and the Administration’s commitment to achieve net-zero
emissions in 2050 and furthered the Commonwealth’s nation-leading efforts to combat climate
change and protect vulnerable communities. Chapter 8 of the Acts of 2021 - An Act Creating a
Next Generation Roadmap for Massachusetts Climate Policy (“Climate Act”) establishes new
mandates for economy-wide emissions reductions by 2030 and 2040, and significantly increases
protections for Environmental Justice communities across Massachusetts. The Climate Act also
directs the Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs (“EEA”) to set a greenhouse gas
(“GHG”) emissions-reduction goal for the Three-Year Energy Efficiency Plans, requires the social
value of GHG emissions to be included in the cost-effectiveness calculations for all measures
excluding fossil fuel heating and hot water systems, allows the PAs to propose and the Council to
approve a mechanism that prioritizes projects that reduce GHG emissions, and expands the
mandate of the Department of Public Utilities (“Department”) to prioritize equity and greenhouse
gas emissions reductions in its decisions, in addition to safety, reliability, and affordability. The
provisions of the Climate Act underscore the Council’s recommendations set forth in its March
Resolution, setting its three strategic priorities for the 2022-2024 Statewide Efficiency Plans – 1)
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alignment with the Commonwealth’s GHG emission reduction limits, 2) equitable program
delivery and participation, and 3) workforce development. With this context, the 2022-2024 Plan
represents a transformational plan to meet the challenge of the GHG emission reductions needed
in the Commonwealth to combat the effects of climate change, and to address historical unequal
program participation through significant changes in its approach to planning, program design,
and implementation.
III.

Overall High Level 2022-2024 Goals.

The Parties each will support 2022-2024 energy efficiency statewide savings goals for electric and
gas PAs, along with MW savings, MMBtu savings, budgets, benefits, GHG reductions, and
performance incentives as set forth in Attachment A. 1 The summary information in Attachment A
is provided at both a three-year rolled-up statewide level, along with individual sets of PA-specific
information. This Term Sheet agreement is contingent upon the PAs providing updated sets of
PA-specific and statewide rolled-up energy efficiency data tables and benefit-cost models in
advance of the final 2022-2024 Plan that are consistent with this Term Sheet. This framework is
designed with an expectation of a review of the final 2022-2024 Three-Year Plan, but all Parties
support each of the overall terms set forth herein. DOER and the AGO will review the final Plan
data tables and BCR models and work collaboratively with the PAs to resolve any concerns or
inconsistencies identified in the BCR models and detailed data tables prior to the final 2022-2024
Plan filing with the Department on November 1, 2021.
With respect to electrification budgets, the PAs anticipate that there will be additional, material
costs associated with the electrification efforts contemplated in 2022-2024 beyond those included
in the energy efficiency programs. The Parties understand and agree that the provision of additional
outside funding will be an essential tool in 2022-2024 to offset costs to electric and gas customers.
DOER and the AGO will work collaboratively with the PAs to identify sources of additional
funding that can be used to reduce and offset energy efficiency and related infrastructure costs
during the 2022-2024 term.
As set forth in Attachment A, the 2022-2024 Plan represents a $3.94 Billion investment in energy
efficiency, with a focus on aligning with the Commonwealth’s climate change goals, more
equitable participation, and enhanced workforce development. It is the largest investment and most
ambitious plan to be undertaken by the PAs since the enactment of the Green Communities Act in
2008. This investment is projected to result in $12.9 Billion in benefits to ratepayers.
IV.

Climate: Alignment with Commonwealth’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions Goals and
Statutory Limits

The 2022-2024 Plan is designed to carry out the applicable goals of the GCA and the Climate Act.
The 2022-2024 Plan is designed to achieve total GHG reductions of 845,000 metric tons of CO2e
in 2030. The Parties support the allocation of this aggregate amount as follows: 474,000 metric
tons of CO2e for the electric programs, 341,000 metric tons of CO2e for the gas programs, and
1

As a public entity, the Cape Light Compact JPE is not eligible for performance incentives. Additionally,
Cape Light Compact JPE, by direction of its governing board, is not offering incentives for fossil fuel heating systems
in market rate programs in 2022-2024. It will offer such incentives for income-eligible customers.
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30,000 metric tons from gas to electric fuel switching projects. For the 2022-2024 Plan, DOER
and the AGO agree that up to 30,000 metric tons of CO2e emissions from gas to electric programs
may count towards the GHG reduction goal originally set forth in the Secretary of EEA’s letter of
July 15, 2021). The 30,000 metric tons of CO2e must be derived from projects involving gas to
electric fuel switching projects, with all savings from such projects being eligible for inclusion.
For the avoidance of doubt, savings related to efficient natural gas equipment incentives and
savings related to measures that are not part of an electrification project shall not be included in
the 30,000 metric tons of CO2e emissions reductions to be reallocated to gas programs and may
only be credited toward the Secretary of EEA’s original July 15, 2021 allocation of GHG goals to
gas PAs.
Summary tables for 2022-2024 follow:
Electric Portfolio

Sector
Residential

Year
2022
2023
2024

Income
Eligible

2022
2023

C&I

2024
2022
2023

Portfolio

2024
2022
2023
2024

2030
Avoided
CO2e
(Metric
Tons)
72,865
99,568
139,949

Total Spend
$316,910,221
$384,919,374
$487,322,959

Lifetime
MMBTU
17,984,186
21,534,061
25,877,976

Total Benefits
$1,133,296,004
$1,432,337,775
$1,819,630,384

Active
Demand
Response
(MW)
72
96
122

$107,085,862

3,811,356

$291,878,418

1

12,240

$112,661,185
$121,550,610

4,028,757
4,286,014

$310,257,945
$333,190,912

1
1

13,482
15,248

$315,855,888
$371,993,941
$512,917,486

15,411,253
16,667,733
18,331,766

$1,154,918,694
$1,170,526,142
$1,406,526,752

120
137
155

23,030
35,836
61,785

$739,851,971
$869,574,500
$1,121,791,055

37,206,795
42,230,551
48,495,757

$2,580,093,116
$2,913,121,862
$3,559,348,049

193
234
278

108,135
148,886
216,982
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Gas Portfolio
Sector

Year

Total Spend

Residential

2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024

$204,737,648
$219,183,203
$237,716,599
$75,353,791
$82,704,427
$91,174,734
$82,344,595
$99,656,031
$114,615,753
$362,436,034
$401,543,661
$443,507,086

Income
Eligible
C&I
Portfolio

Lifetime
Therms
171,298,462
182,110,923
189,929,275
55,232,840
58,698,470
61,937,260
135,509,293
147,355,487
156,050,140
362,040,595
388,164,880
407,916,676

Lifetime
MMBTU

Total Benefits

17,199,784
18,205,070
18,871,827
5,675,922
6,029,902
6,364,831
12,785,016
13,411,997
13,795,030
35,660,722
37,646,969
39,031,688

$557,362,597
$591,780,206
$623,100,203
$243,166,493
$253,811,623
$268,633,725
$395,381,284
$425,244,187
$449,738,614
$1,195,910,374
$1,270,836,016
$1,341,472,542

2030
Avoided
CO2e (Metric
Tons)
50,443
52,983
55,120
14,203
15,072
15,924
50,598
55,157
61,546
115,243
123,212
132,589

Given the essential role of the PAs’ three-year plans in meeting the Climate Act’s 2050 Net Zero
limit and 2030 limit of at least 50% reduction in GHG emissions from 1990, the 2022-2024 Plan
reflects a significant increase in the scope and scale of building retrofits, with a focus on envelope
improvements and efficient electrification. The 2022-2024 investments aggressively prioritize
measures that support the 2030 GHG emission reduction goal and are consistent with the
Commonwealth’s long-term 2050 net-zero limit. Toward this end, the 2022-2024 Plan includes
the following key elements.
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A. An intensive focus on strategic electrification.
The 2022-2024 Plan includes the following volumes of residential cold climate heat pump
installations and high efficiency C&I heat pump installations, as well as an extensive focus
on market transformation through work with manufacturers, distributors, contractors, and
customers as described in the Plan narrative.
Heat Pump Goals
ResidentialElectric
RNC
Full
Displacement
Partial
Displacement
Electric
Resistance
HPWH

2022
1,720
1,294

2023
3,012
2,202

2024
2,883
4,221

Term
7,615
7,717

6,206

9,891

15,856

31,953

2,298

2,454

2,612

7,364

912

1,490

2,149

4,551

2022
480

2023
520

2024
580

Term
1,580

1,036

1,170

1,392

3,598

460

474

484

1,418

325

336

339

1,000

2022
204

2023
248

2024
313

Term
765

206

339

494

1,039

30

40

50

120

Income
EligibleElectric
Full
Displacement
Partial
Displacement
Electric
Resistance
HPWH
ResidentialGas
Full
Displacement
Partial
Displacement
HPWH
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Commercial & Industrial – Fuel Switching
Electric
Net Annual
1,025,095
Fossil Fuel
MMBTU
Net Lifetime
15,566,609
Fossil Fuel
MMBTU
Square Footage
34,102,738

Gas
502,233

7,638,841

18,527,073

1) Investment of over $800 million to achieve the goals set forth above which is
expected to result in a total of 43,370 “household equivalent” electric heated homes
(17,677 full displacement homes and 36,590 partial displacement homes).
2) Implementation of all-electric new construction offerings for residential and
commercial buildings in 2022.
3) Commitment to work with customers, contractors, and manufacturers to drive
market transformation and generate customer demand. Specific key performance
indicators/measures of success and milestones are set forth in the narrative.
4) Discontinue new non-heat pump central air conditioning residential incentives
starting in January 2022.
B. Reduced support of lighting measures in accordance with the following principles:
1) Residential Market Rate: based on study information from evaluation, all retail
lighting measures phased out by December 2021; no market rate lighting incentives
to be offered in 2022-2024, with the exception of flexibility for PAs to offer lighting
measures to renters and moderate income customers, understanding that DOER
advocates the phase out of these lighting measures.
2) Commercial and Industrial: Indoor lighting opportunities will be limited to
controllable technologies in accordance with Design Lights Consortium 5.1. PAs
will prioritize LED fixtures with controls for the 2022-2024 Plan.
3) Since the September 15 PA filing of data, the 2022-2024 Plan will reduce planned
lighting incentives by more than $21 million for C&I and more than $4 million in
income-eligible.
4) The PAs will work with the DOER, the Council, and LEAN on phase out strategies
for lighting in the income eligible and commercial industrial sectors based upon
evaluation study results and any Department direction. Such strategies, including
applicable details and proposed timelines, shall be developed by no later than June
30, 2023.
5) If the PAs offer lighting measures for moderate income or renters in 2022–2024,
the related benefits, participation, and investments do not count toward the
achievement of the equity targets set forth in Attachment B. Similarly, with respect
to performance incentives, as set forth in more detail in Attachment E, those
lighting measures will count toward the standard benefits component, and not the
equity component in which lighting was removed from the baseline.
6
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C. Limited and reduced support of fossil fuel heating and hot water equipment in accordance
with the following:
1) The Plan eliminates residential incentives for all oil-fired boilers in 2022-2024. For
all other residential fossil fuel heating systems, the PAs will only offer incentives
to customers who have non-condensing heating systems and are converting to
condensing heating systems. There may be exceptions to these principles in limited
income eligible applications.
2) The 2022-2024 Plan phases out natural gas combined heat and power (“CHP”)
incentives. No new natural gas CHP projects will be incentivized in 2022-2024
except for agreed upon, already committed CHP projects specified outside this
Term Sheet. Any additional applications of CHP will only be established consistent
with Commonwealth policies and if parameters are agreed upon in advance by
DOER.
3) The 2022-2024 Plan phases out support for fossil fuel generators. Starting in 2022,
fossil fuel generators will not be eligible to participate in Active Demand Reduction
offerings, including Daily Dispatch or Targeted Dispatch, in 2022-2024. The PAs
may provide a transition period of up to one year for existing Targeted Dispatch
participants. This will result in the reduction of 82 MW of planned generator active
demand participation in the Daily Dispatch offering and the Targeted Dispatch
offering relative to the PAs’ September 15, 2021 data.
D. Social Cost of Carbon (“SCC”). As mandated in the Climate Act, the 2022-2024 Plan
incorporates the social value of GHG emissions reductions of $393 per short ton for all
measures, as recommended by Synapse. SCC will not be applied to any new fossil fuel
process heating, space heating, or water heating equipment regardless of the customer’s
prior heating source.
E. New Offerings. The PAs will implement the following new offerings in 2022-2024:
1. Commercial Deep Energy Retrofit – the PAs will develop a detailed deep energy
retrofit (“DER”) offering by the first half of 2022 consistent with the high-level design
set forth in the October 6 draft 2022-2024 Plan. The PAs will implement this DER
offering during the 2022 program year and will report on spending, as well as savings
(by measure or end use) and participation.
2. Pairing electrification with weatherization – the October 6 draft Plan sets forth
strategies for pairing electrification with weatherization. The PAs will engage with
DOER with respect to the potential for an integrated delivery approach, pairing
electrification with weatherization and consider a performance-based incentive
approach.
3. C&I working group – the PAs and DOER will finalize direction for and convene a C&I
working group, which shall meet four times a year during 2022-2024 and be co-led by
the PAs and the DOER. The key focus of this group will be direct engagement with
customers and contractors with experience with the programs. The charter of the C&I
working group will be developed jointly by DOER and the PAs, with input from the
working group. The charter will contemplate conducting detailed surveys and the
sharing of survey results providing independent feedback and input from a sufficiently
sized and diverse spectrum of C&I stakeholders, especially contractors and customers.
Information to be gathered should be representative of the diversity – e.g., customer
7
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size and industry segment, contractor end-use/focus, etc. – of the stakeholder
population. The working group will share and discuss how PAs have considered and
incorporated that input into their program design and implementation activities.
Additional stakeholders will be EEAC councilors with C&I expertise and other expert
stakeholders who will identify the C&I customers and contractors they are authorized
to represent. The size of the working group will be sufficiently limited in order to
facilitate candid exchange and to foster administrative efficiency.
4. Affordable multi-family decarbonization/deep energy retrofit offering - the Plan will
set forth a strategy for a customized approach for income-eligible/affordable multifamily buildings going beyond a typical retrofit. This offering will provide flexible,
non-measure specific incentives and be launched in 2022.
5. Gas demand response - National Grid will work with DOER on exploring options for
differentiated gas demand response demonstrations (localized benefits or price
response) in 2022.
F. Emphasis on weatherization – The 2022-2024 Plan materially increases the number of
homes and businesses weatherized throughout the Commonwealth. Insulation, air sealing,
and tightening are essential to optimizing energy use, preparing buildings for
electrification, and achieving long-term climate goals.
G. Refrigerants – the 2022–2024 Plan will not include GHG reductions from the disposal of
GHG emitting refrigerants in the measures as was proposed by the PAs in the October 6
draft narrative. The PAs claimed GHG emissions in the final 2022-2024 Plan will be
adjusted accordingly.
V.

Equity: A Commitment to Programmatic and Implementation Strategies and
Workforce Development to increase the Equitable Delivery of Energy Efficiency to
the Commonwealth's Most Vulnerable Customers

The 2022-2024 Plan will address equity and workforce matters aggressively. This Term Sheet
agreement incorporates key performance indicators/measures of success and milestones for
achieving equity and applicable workforce goals set forth in Attachment B, with gratitude to the
EEAC EWG for review and input. A budget summary of equity related investments is included as
Attachment C.
As highlights, the 2022-2024 Plan includes the following key elements, each with specific tailored
measures of success and milestones:
A. Income Eligible: An investment of $589 million to serve income-eligible customers,
including over 6,650 heat pump installations over the three years. PAs will implement a
mixed-income protocol that provides a streamlined, efficient process for customers by Q2
2022.
B. Moderate Income: An investment of $136 million to serve moderate-income (61%-80%
of the state median income) customers, including a moderate-income offer of 100%
incentive for weatherization and enhanced incentives for heating systems for customers
who income qualify, with higher incentives for efficient electric heating compared to fossil
fuel equipment, and introduction of new incentives for pre-weatherization barrier
mitigation. PAs will develop processes to provide a streamlined and integrated experience
8
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C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

VI.

to customers for the installation of weatherization and heating system upgrades.
Commitment to update and streamline the income qualification process by June 2022.
Renters/Landlords: Increased investments to serve renters and landlords, including an
increase in renter units served in attached low-rise buildings and 100% weatherization
incentive for individually-metered rental units. A commitment to targeting residential,
income eligible, and commercial landlords of residential properties and serving whole
buildings. PAs will prepare a strategic plan, with a draft by Q2 2022 and a final by Q3
2022, that includes detailed examples of how the PAs will increase service to renters,
including additional strategies to increase landlord participation.
Workforce Development: An investment of over $49 million (inclusive of funds to
MassCEC) to train a more diverse and field-ready workforce, including the Program
Administrators’ innovative “Clean Energy Pathways” internship program and a
commitment to work with the MassCEC, which has a leadership role in workforce
development under the Climate Act. A commitment to explore workforce development
pathways to two-year and four-year degrees related to energy efficiency for disadvantaged
students seeking clean energy related higher education.
Partnerships: An investment of over $6 million for participants in the Municipal and
Community Partnership Program. A commitment to partner with at least 20 qualified
Community-Based Organization (“CBO”) teams across at least 30 municipalities to
harness their expertise and knowledge of their communities. A commitment to engage with
community organizations and community leaders in the program design to ensure programs
meet community-specific needs. Investment of up to $1.5 million in 2022-2024 in a new
“Open Doors” offering to work with CBOs on residential education efforts for school-age
children.
Language Isolated Communities: An investment of $9 million. Expand language abilities,
including through program materials, vendor requirements, and workforce development.
A commitment to developing and implementing a Language Access Plan by 2023 and by
2024 offering HEAs in five (5) of the most commonly spoken languages.
Small Businesses: An investment of $185 million. Robust program offerings, including
attractive incentives for weatherization for small businesses and microbusinesses,
throughout the Commonwealth with a particular focus on businesses located in
Environmental Justice Communities.
Environmental Justice Communities: Increased plan over plan investment and participation
in specified Environmental Justice Communities. A commitment through workforce
development efforts to prioritizing recruitment, hiring, and retention strategies targeted at
workers from Environmental Justice Communities and minority and women owned
business enterprises (“M/WBEs”).
Evaluation

The Parties agree to address certain evaluation policy issues related to the transformative nature of
this 2022–2024 plan as set forth in an Evaluation Policy Memorandum of even date and attached
as Attachment D.
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VII.

Reporting

The PAs will continue to submit monthly data dashboards, quarterly reports, plan-year reports and
a three-year term report for 2022–2024. In addition, the PAs will continue to report each of the six
key performance indicators (“KPIs”) currently reported for the 2019-2021 term with mutually
agreed adjustments. The PAs will expand current heat pump KPI reporting to track the measures
(by measure and by fuel source) included in this 2022-2024 Plan with mutually agreed
adjustments. In addition, the PAs will present the equity related KPIs as set forth in Attachment B
and C. Further, consistent with the Department's May 3, 2021, Order Updating Energy Efficiency
Guidelines (page 12, footnote 9), the PAs will finalize with the EEAC a formal process for how
data requests from the Council will be made and satisfied during 2022-2024. There will be a new
income-eligible KPI for income-eligible matters as mutually agreed, including with LEAN. The
PAs will report twice a year on benefits and costs by performance incentive component by PAs.
VIII.

Performance Incentives

The Parties agree to the performance incentives approach for 2022-2024 set forth in further detail
in Attachment E. Highlights of this approach include:
1. Use of a three-component structure, with a focus on electrification, equity, and energy
efficiency benefits in a manner designed to address Department precedent and design
principles articulated in the Department’s Energy Efficiency Guidelines. Development of
this three-component approach has required flexibility, innovation, and collaboration and
seeks to address essential priorities while honoring regulatory guidance.
2. Overall performance incentive pool of $170 million of which $131.8 million is dedicated
to electric and $38.2 million is dedicated to gas.
3. The performance incentive approach set forth in attachment E includes tailored thresholds
for each component that are designed to be aggressive and achievable with effort.
4. In all events, there is an overall cap of 125% of the incentive pool applicable to any given
PA.
5. For purposes of calculating benefits eligible in performance incentive calculations, the
benefits set forth in the avoided energy supplied cost study for the marginal abatement
costs (“MAC") related to fossil fuel heating and hot water measures shall not be included.
Such MAC benefits shall be included for cost-effective determinations.
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NOTES
•

Confirmation. All savings and budget figures are subject to confirmation and quality
control checks as the PAs develop detailed tables consistent with this Term Sheet. Final
PA-specific savings and budget numbers may be slightly higher or lower than these values,
but all within a reasonable, non-material bandwidth that does not reduce the overall
statewide savings target or increase overall statewide budget.

•

Aggressive Goals. The PAs have utilized an integrated, statewide approach to commit to
the aggressive statewide savings levels set forth in this term sheet at costs that reflect the
increased challenges of achieving savings. The individual PA savings levels and costs set
forth in Attachment A are appropriate for the 2022-2024 Plan.

•

Effect of Future Legislation, Regulations, or Department Orders. The PAs may be
required to offer new approaches in the future based upon new legislation, regulation, or
Department Orders. In the event that material impacts occur from a new or potential
municipal aggregator energy efficiency program, new regulations or guidelines, or any
other new legislation or directives issued prior to or during the three-year plan term, any
affected PA shall have the opportunity to make appropriate adjustments to its costs and
savings goals (and related performance incentives) based upon the nature of the impacts,
subject to the Council review under G.L. c. 25, § 21(c) and the approval of the Department
of Public Utilities.

•

The Commonwealth’s Unique Role. As the largest landlord in the Commonwealth,
DOER and the AGO recognize that the Commonwealth has a special role to play in
achieving the goals set forth in the 2022-2024 Plan. DOER and the AGO will be strong
advocates for state and municipal building participation in the PAs’ programs during 20222024 and for leadership by example.

•

A Successful Collaborative Process and Reservations of Rights. The provisions, data,
and terms reflected in this Term Sheet reflect collaboration and compromises by each of
the Parties, all with the overarching goal of developing, and ultimately implementing, the
most ambitious energy efficiency and GHG reduction plan undertaken in the
Commonwealth. While each of the Parties will support each of the terms of this Term Sheet
for the 2022-2024 Plan, such support does not in any way prejudice or prevent their taking
of other positions in other proceedings outside this 2022-2024 Plan. Accordingly, this Term
Sheet is only used for the purposes of the 2022-2024 Plan and its implementation and is
entered without prejudice in any other proceeding. Each of the Parties respects and
appreciates the diligent efforts of their counterparts, as well as the members of the Council
and the multiple stakeholders who have engaged in this process and who have helped to
enhance this 2022-2024 Plan and address areas of key concern more effectively and
equitably.
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Attachment A
2022-2024 Core Data
ELECTRIC
National Grid

Year
2022
2023
2024

Total Spend
$151,597,991
$179,803,771
$211,289,612

Lifetime
MMBTU
9,856,642
11,721,409
13,226,144

Total Benefits
$609,706,254
$762,136,411
$897,534,547

Income
Eligible

2022
2023
2024

$46,212,982
$49,988,267
$57,025,824

1,669,237
1,847,842
2,051,991

$122,170,747
$135,642,281
$152,451,443

C&I

2022
2023
2024

$150,149,449
$195,641,523
$237,492,296

7,863,372
7,655,961
7,674,399

$541,869,564
$590,539,816
$637,621,843

67
69
71

12,646
21,801
29,403

Portfolio

2022
2023
2024

$347,960,421
$425,433,562
$505,807,731

19,389,252 1,273,746,565
21,225,213 1,488,318,508
22,952,534 1,687,607,833

98
109
120

59,588
83,057
105,483

Active Demand
Response
(MW)
38.80
53.40

2030 Avoided
CO2e (Metric
Tons)
21,776
34,185
59,995

Sector
Residential

Active Demand
Response (MW)
31
40
49

2030 Avoided
CO2e (Metric
Tons)
41,799
55,209
68,703
5,144
6,046
7,377

Eversource

Sector
Residential
Income
Eligible

Year
2022
2023
2024
2022
2023

C&I

2024
2022
2023

Portfolio

2024
2022
2023
2024

Total Spend
$119,426,000
$157,603,000
$220,428,000

Lifetime
MMBTU
5,734,125
7,339,309
10,129,972

Total Benefits
375,463,167
512,997,685
756,938,902

$52,383,000
$53,614,500
$54,846,000

1,905,107
1,935,057
1,980,812

151,003,383
155,204,654
160,624,414

$144,613,000
$153,913,000
$252,914,000

6,851,984
8,249,542
9,806,307

567,662,606
529,431,670
711,387,703

$316,422,000
$365,130,500
$528,188,000

14,491,216
17,523,908
21,917,092

1,094,129,156
1,197,634,010
1,628,951,018

12

69.75
0.65
0.98
1.30
49.91
63.67
78.36
89.36
118.04
149.41

6,515
6,822
7,206
9,103
12,476
30,512
37,394
53,483
97,713
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Cape Light Compact

Sector
Residential
Income
Eligible

Year
2022
2023
2024
2022
2023

C&I

2024
2022
2023

Portfolio

2024
2022
2023
2024

Total Spend
$43,152,364
$44,535,521
$52,282,982

Lifetime
MMBTU
2,264,218
2,333,599
2,375,157

Total Benefits
$139,933,398
$148,088,728
$155,272,036

Active Demand
Response
(MW)
2.15
2.72
3.32

2030 Avoided
CO2e (Metric
Tons)
8,675
9,479
10,472

$7,296,812
$7,837,815
$8,381,929

207,924
216,289
222,569

$16,340,245
$16,974,550
$17,561,513

0.02
0.03
0.03

509
536
575

$18,063,156
$19,363,486
$19,161,940

515,278
596,714
691,079

$34,091,720
$39,798,104
$46,606,695

2.31
2.86
3.76

991
1,233
1,497

$68,512,332
$71,736,822
$79,826,851

2,987,420
3,146,602
3,288,805

$190,365,363
$204,861,382
$219,440,244

4.48
5.61
7.11

10,175
11,248
12,544

Total Spend
$2,733,866
$2,977,082
$3,322,365

Lifetime
MMBTU
129,200
139,743
146,703

Total Benefits
8,193,186
9,114,950
9,884,899

Active Demand
Response
(MW)
0.086
0.095
0.105

2030 Avoided
CO2e (Metric
Tons)
615
695
780

$1,193,068
$1,220,603
$1,296,857

29,088
29,569
30,641

2,364,043
2,436,460
2,553,542

$3,030,283
$3,075,931
$3,349,250

180,619
165,516
159,981

11,294,804
10,756,551
10,910,512

1.091
1.200
1.320

291
326
373

$6,957,217
$7,273,616
$7,968,472

338,907
334,828
337,326

21,852,032
22,307,962
23,348,953

1.177
1.295
1.425

979
1,099
1,242

Unitil

Sector
Residential
Income
Eligible

Year
2022
2023
2024
2022
2023

C&I

2024
2022
2023

Portfolio

2024
2022
2023
2024

13
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GAS
National Grid
Sector

Year

Total Spend

Lifetime
Therms

Lifetime
MMBTU

Residential

2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024

$113,538,460
$123,918,360
$136,190,150
$40,073,658
$44,803,444
$49,800,774
$44,215,697
$51,878,660
$59,336,037
$197,827,814
$220,600,464
$245,326,961

96,145,573
102,708,848
106,249,257
32,081,942
31,969,952
33,339,616
75,047,886
79,083,989
81,680,463
203,275,400
213,762,789
221,269,336

9,671,308
10,258,168
10,511,878
3,277,419
3,269,770
3,412,422
7,005,711
7,170,124
7,197,194
19,954,438
20,698,062
21,121,494

Income
Eligible
C&I
Portfolio

Total Benefits

$311,005,602
$328,137,688
$338,784,638
$137,263,224
$138,175,854
$144,896,674
220,121,909
230,929,044
240,399,340
$668,390,735
$697,242,585
$724,080,652

2030 Avoided
CO2e (Metric
Tons)
29,052
30,761
31,971
8,374
8,352
8,725
27,997
29,359
31,604
65,423
68,472
72,300

Eversource – NSTAR
Sector

Year

Total Spend

Lifetime
Therms

Lifetime
MMBTU

Residential

2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024

$39,030,000
$41,100,000
$43,940,000
$15,110,000
$16,720,000
$18,525,000
$17,550,000
$22,815,000
$26,035,000
$71,690,000
$80,635,000
$88,500,000

33,615,356
35,884,152
37,727,668
10,878,353
12,808,007
13,694,635
26,803,337
30,901,173
33,953,579
71,297,046
79,593,332
85,375,882

3,351,332
3,571,443
3,740,163
1,123,253
1,317,840
1,408,685
2,561,474
2,797,213
2,989,904
7,036,058
7,686,496
8,138,752

Income
Eligible
C&I
Portfolio

14

Total Benefits

111,744,762
120,120,719
128,732,973
48,385,339
53,375,549
56,903,403
88,264,326
98,347,755
106,146,041
248,394,427
271,844,023
291,782,417

2030 Avoided
CO2e (Metric
Tons)
9,754
10,218
10,626
2,722
3,204
3,426
10,335
12,021
14,251
22,811
25,443
28,303
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Eversource - EGMA
Sector

Year

Total Spend

Lifetime
Therms

Lifetime
MMBTU

Residential

2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024

$43,860,000
$45,905,000
$48,890,000
$16,505,000
$17,405,000
$18,775,000
$17,580,000
$21,960,000
$26,110,000
$77,945,000
$85,270,000
$93,775,000

36,076,491
38,155,748
40,680,725
10,133,292
11,676,724
12,535,936
29,329,384
32,663,953
35,553,054
75,539,167
82,496,424
88,769,714

3,620,501
3,829,559
4,083,258
1,052,564
1,208,443
1,296,807
2,784,858
2,973,855
3,121,455
7,457,923
8,011,857
8,501,520

Sector

Year

Total Spend

Lifetime
Therms

Lifetime
MMBTU

Residential

2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024

Income
Eligible
C&I
Portfolio

Total Benefits

117,212,183
126,065,545
138,037,923
46,170,040
50,199,029
53,921,839
72,643,050
80,886,855
87,777,254
236,025,273
257,151,429
279,737,016

2030 Avoided
CO2e (Metric
Tons)
9,976
10,394
10,943
2,559
2,941
3,164
10,361
11,646
13,340
22,897
24,981
27,447

Unitil

Income
Eligible
C&I
Portfolio

$1,227,917
$1,251,444
$1,359,696
$566,493
$591,550
$631,577
$523,806
$578,316
$658,268
$2,318,216
$2,421,311
$2,649,541

687,713.26
748,318.58
750,486.92
317,541.00
328,591.00
345,166.00
780,159.37
915,508.11
952,095.88
1,785,414
1,992,418
2,047,749

15

70,405
75,870
75,796
32,984
34,181
35,980
78,089
91,630
95,295
181,478
201,681
207,070

Total Benefits

$2,168,340
$2,358,188
$2,387,648
$1,720,248
$1,788,364
$1,893,537
$2,415,707
$2,746,484
$2,794,229
$6,304,295
$6,893,036
$7,075,414

2030 Avoided
CO2e (Metric
Tons)
215
230
232
84
87
92
452
527
555
752
844
879
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Liberty
Sector

Year

Residential

2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024

Income
Eligible
C&I
Portfolio

Total Spend

$3,961,190
$4,057,660
$4,395,818
$1,564,824
$1,696,262
$1,937,273
$1,151,873
$1,185,086
$1,231,425
$6,677,887
$6,939,008
$7,564,516

Lifetime
Therms

Lifetime
MMBTU

2,502,539
2,439,693
2,430,007
901,391
996,122
1,091,783
1,696,138
1,829,721
1,955,568
5,100,068
5,265,536
5,477,358

255,252
249,052
248,161
95,288
105,300
115,385
169,614
183,030
195,614
520,154
537,382
559,160

Total Benefits

$8,216,897
$8,177,232
$8,201,542
$4,821,221
$5,424,450
$6,106,726
$4,918,861
$5,337,323
$5,973,327
$17,956,979
$18,939,005
$20,281,595

2030 Avoided
CO2e (Metric
Tons)
783
753
753
232
257
283
734
812
908
1,749
1,822
1,944

Berkshire
Sector

Year

Total Spend

Lifetime
Therms

Lifetime
MMBTU

Total Benefits

2030 Avoided
CO2e (Metric
Tons)

Residential

2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024
2022
2023
2024

$3,120,082
$2,950,739
$2,940,935
$1,533,816
$1,488,170
$1,505,111
$1,323,219
$1,238,969
$1,245,022
$5,977,117
$5,677,878
$5,691,068

2,270,791
2,174,163
2,091,131
920,321
919,075
930,125
1,852,389
1,961,142
1,955,380
5,043,500
5,054,380
4,976,636

230,986
220,978
212,571
94,414
94,368
95,552
185,269
196,144
195,568
510,669
511,491
503,691

$7,014,812
$6,920,834
$6,955,479
$4,806,421
$4,848,377
$4,911,545
$7,017,431
$6,996,727
$6,648,423
$18,838,664
$18,765,938
$18,515,448

662
627
596
232
231
234
719
792
887
1,612
1,650
1,717

Income
Eligible
C&I
Portfolio
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MA EEAC Equity Working Group
Equity Targets for 2022-2024 Three-Year Plan
The Massachusetts Energy Efficiency Advisory Council (EEAC) and Program Administrators (PAs) are
committed to improving the equitable delivery of energy efficiency programs. In 2020, the EEAC
established the Equity Working Group (EWG) to focus attention on customer groups identified through
analysis of nonparticipants. Based on this evaluation research, the EEAC identified underservice to
moderate-income customers, renters and landlords, households with a primary language other than
English, and small businesses when compared to other program participants. The EWG agrees that it
should be priority of the Mass Save® programs to remedy past underservice in order to ensure program
equity moving forward. The EWG also recognizes that equitable decarbonization also prevents
customers and communities historically underserved from being further left behind.
The EWG is comprised of voting EEAC Councilors, representatives of the PAs and the Low-Income Energy
Affordability Network (LEAN), representatives of environmental justice organizations, and the EEAC
Consultants. (Appendix A provides the EWG membership with affiliations.) The EWG has worked
collaboratively with stakeholders and other members of the public who have called for more equitable
delivery of services over the years.
The EWG has developed the following targets for the consideration of the full EEAC in order to guide
investments in equity and assess performance in the 2022-2024 Energy Efficiency Plan. The EWG
understands that the framework that is crafted today, at the beginning of this important journey for a
new three-year plan, is a starting point. As the EEAC learns throughout the implementation process, it
may find that metrics will need to change over time. All members of the EWG have agreed, through a
consensus-based discussion, to these targets.
Principles
• Targets are results-oriented and time-bound.
• Targets are established statewide except for EJ Communities, which are established individually
for each PA.
• PAs will report on equity efforts in quarterly report narratives.
• Targets are year-over-year unless otherwise stated. When performance in an early year exceeds
a percent increase goal, baseline will not change, and overage can count toward later year
targets.
• Participants can and should be counted in as many customer segments as appropriate (e.g., a
moderate-income renter household will show up in participant counts for both moderateincome and renter).
• “Environmental Justice Municipalities” will be defined for the purposes of this framework as:
[PA-served communities where (1) greater than 33% of the population resides in an
environmental justice block group and the municipality (as a whole) meets the EJ municipality’s
income criteria and at least one additional criterion (e.g., minority or English isolation) (based on
2020 data posted at state website); and (2) consumption weighted participation rate from the
Residential Non-Participant Customer Profile Study does not exceed 30%]. The list of
Environmental Justice Municipalities is set forth at Appendix B.

Equity Targets for 2022-2024 Three-Year Plan
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EJ Municipalities
• Increase Plan over Plan investment 1 by each PA in Environmental Justice Municipalities. Percent
increases will be established for each PA and each sector separately. 2
• Increase number of participants in Environmental Justice Municipalities Plan over Plan by a
percent to be set for each PA individually.
• Baselines to be established using 2019-2021 actual data normalized with the 2022-2024 BCR
model with lighting removed from the baseline and actuals.
• Data to be reported annually in the Q4 report.
Workforce
• Conduct EM&V study and share initial results in 2022 to analyze whether and to what extent
substantial disparities exist between the availability and PA utilization of state-certified minority
and woman-owned business enterprises (M/WBE) in procurement for lead vendors and
subcontractors by the PAs (statewide and individually) related to energy efficiency programs
and services, including actionable recommendations for how to increase both the availability
and PA utilization.
• Over the three-year term, at least 120 people will complete training and be placed in relevant
industry positions through Clean Energy Pathways, with at least 90 people being Women, Black,
Indigenous, or People of Color, fluent in language(s) other than English, and/or from EJ block
groups at time of enrollment. PAs will emphasize the value of retention to the measurable
success of Clean Energy Pathways and will study success in achieving retention in both training
and job placement in the evaluation of the program.
• PAs will track and report annually on the number of M/WBEs contracts and spend for contracts
that are directly between PAs and vendors that are M/WBEs and also report total number and
spend of all direct contracts.
• PAs will hold at least two workshops per year for contractors to provide education on PA
programs in order to increase ability of new M/WBE vendors to participate; PAs to target
advertising for the workshop to likely M/WBE contractors.
• At least once per year, the PAs will perform direct targeted outreach to all Massachusettscertified M/WBEs listed in the Massachusetts Supplier Diversity Office’s Directory of Certified
Businesses with a Description of Services that indicates that they provide services or equipment
that are likely eligible for Mass Save contracts, subcontracts, or incentives. A description of the
outreach methods and number and types of businesses contacted will be reported annually in
the Q4 report.
Partnerships
• Partnerships with municipalities, community organizations, or business associations will be
established in at least 75% of Environmental Justice Municipalities. These partnerships may be

“Plan over Plan” is 2019-2021 compared to 2022-2024. “Investment” is defined as incentives and money spent
for Clean Energy Pathways internships, Municipal Partners, targeted marketing, and other direct/geographically
targeted investments.
2
PAs will gather and report data on 2019-2021 EJ investment by PA and by sector by the end of Q1 in 2022.
Percent increases will be established by the EEAC and PAs by the end of Q2 in 2022.
1
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formal “Municipal and Community Partnership” arrangements or other partnerships 3 outside of
that program that aim to improve service to one or more of the identified underserved
customer groups.
Track and report annually the number of customer accounts participating and units served in
the PA programs in the established Municipal and Community Partnerships municipalities,
broken out and reported by sector and by renters, moderate-income qualified, English-isolated
customers, and small business turnkey.
Track and report annually the number of outreach activities (marketing campaigns, events,
community engagements, etc.) initiated and completed by Municipal and Community Partner
for each underserved customer segment focused on by each Partner (renter, moderate-income,
English-isolated, and small/microbusiness).
Track and report annually the level of program investment (award amount) for each Partnership
Team and which segments each Partnership Team is focusing their efforts on.

Renters
• Increase renter unit participation by 24% from 2021 to 2024, achieved as an increase of 7% in
2022, 7.5% in 2023, and 8% in 2023 in RCD (baseline to be established using 2021 actual data
normalized with the 2022-2024 BCR model). PAs will prepare a strategic plan with detailed
examples of how the PAs will serve renters, with a draft by the end of Q2 2022, and a final by
the end of Q3 2022.
• Increase number of renter units served in attached low-rise buildings by at least 16% from 2022
to 2024, achieved as an increase of 8% year over year for both Residential RCD and Income
Eligible Coordinated Delivery, which shall be reported separately (2022 to be baseline year).
Report separately the number of attached low-rise projects that are 25+ units.
• Data to be reported twice each year.
Moderate Income
• Increase number of moderate-income weatherization jobs by 700% from baseline to 2024,
achieved as an increase of 100% year over year (baseline to be established using 2019 actual
data).
• Increase number of moderate-income heating systems replaced by 56% from 2022 to 2024,
achieved as an increase of 25% year over year (2022 to be baseline year).
• Data to be reported quarterly.
English Isolated4
• Increase number of participants who receive a Home Energy Assessment (HEA) in Residential
Coordinated Delivery or online assessment, or energy assessment in Income Eligible
Coordinated Delivery, in Spanish or Portuguese by 21% from 2022 to 2024, achieved as an

Partnerships may include municipalities or regional or community-based organizations with which the PAs have
established cooperative agreements to collaborate, including through memorandums of understanding and/or
memorandums of agreement. Partnerships are also intended to focus on increasing energy efficiency services,
including K-12 and vocational education, electrification, and energy burden reduction, as identified by and
targeted toward historically underserved populations.
4
Defined as households in which no one 14 and over speaks English only or speaks a language other than English
at home and speaks English very well.
3
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increase of 10% year over year in Residential and Income Eligible sectors, which sectors shall be
reported separately (2022 to be baseline year). Data to be reported twice each year.
Increase by 10% from 2022 to 2024, achieved as an increase of 5% year over year the number of
participants who receive weatherization after receiving an HEA in Residential Coordinated
Delivery or energy assessment in Income Eligible Coordinated Delivery in Spanish or Portuguese
(2022 to be baseline year). Data to be reported twice each year.
A Mass Save Language Access Plan will be developed, with analysis completed in 2022 for
Residential Coordinated Delivery and Income Eligible Coordinated Delivery, and implementation
commencing by the end of the second quarter of 2023. The full Language Access Plan will be
completed by the end of Q1 2024. The Plan will address how customers are to be served in their
preferred language, and will coordinate PA language resources to allow PAs, lead vendors,
contractors, and suppliers to access needed translation and interpretation services.
By the end of 2024, the PAs will be able to offer Home Energy Assessments (either performed by
a fluent contractor or with an interpreter) in five languages other than English, which are
currently expected to be Spanish, Portuguese, Mandarin, Cantonese, and Haitian Creole.

Small Business
• Complete 600 small business weatherization projects in 2022, 700 in 2023, and 800 in 2024.
• By 2024, complete a repeat of the C&I 2020 nonparticipant study to analyze participation rates
of small and microbusinesses (including small nonprofit organizations) and study barriers to
participation. Comparing results of the 2020 and the 2024 studies, increase the percentage of
population savings achieved (combined for electric and gas) for non-lighting end uses among
microbusinesses by 5%.

Equity Targets for 2022-2024 Three-Year Plan
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Appendix A: MA EEAC Equity Working Group Members, with Affiliations
Name
Maggie McCarey
Alexis Washburn
Cindy Arcate
Charlie Harak
Cammy Peterson (Chair)
Mary Wambui (Chair)
Jo Ann Bodemer
Amanda Formica
Ruth Georges
Stephanie Terach
Margaret Downey
Brian Beote
James Collins
Elizabeth Chant
Margie Lynch
Crystal Johnson
Eugenia Gibbons
Caitlin Peale Sloan
Andrew Yarrows
Cindy Luppi

Position
DOER
DOER
Representing Massachusetts Non‐Profits
Representing Organized Labor
Representing Commonwealth Cities & Towns
Representing Residential Consumers
AGO
National Grid
Eversource
Liberty Utilities
Cape Light Compact
Action Inc.
ABCD
EEAC Consultant
EEAC Consultant
EEAC Consultant
Healthcare Without Harm/Green Justice Coalition
Conservation Law Foundation
Conservation Law Foundation
Clean Water Action/Green Justice Coalition
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Appendix B: Environmental Justice Municipalities
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attleboro
Boston (select zip codes, see below)
o Allston
02134
o Brighton
02135
o Dorchester
02121
o Dorchester
02122
o Dorchester
02124
o Dorchester
02125
o East Boston
02128
o Fenway/Longwood
02115
o Mattapan
02126
o Mission Hill
02120
o Roxbury
02119
Brockton
Chelsea
Chicopee
Eastham
Everett
Fall River
Fitchburg
Gardner
Gloucester
Great Barrington
Haverhill
Holbrook

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lawrence
Lowell
Lynn
Malden
Methuen
Montague
New Bedford
North Adams
Northampton
Palmer
Peabody
Pittsfield
Quincy
Randolph
Revere
Southbridge
Springfield
Stoughton
Taunton
Wareham
Webster
West Springfield
Williamstown
Worcester
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Equity Investments 2022-2024 10/4/2021
Metric

Investments**

Moderate Income*
Renters and Landlords*
Income Eligible Renters & Landlords
Language Isolated Customers***
Small Businesses
Pre-weatherization barriers, MR
Pre-weatherization barriers, IE
Partnerships
Workforce Development
Total
*
**
***
****

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

136,074,730
44,306,061
208,238,560
9,141,743
185,108,288
22,965,893
6,331,445
6,300,000
49,585,533
668,052,254

Net Lifetime MMBtu
Savings
8,769,488
4,016,133
11,221,235
N/A
10,722,738
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
34,729,594

Participants
19,085.00
27,412.00
87,351.38
N/A
17,574.00
N/A
N/A
20+ teams across 30+ municipalities
N/A
151,422

There will be some overlap of Moderate Income and renter/landlord and Pre-Wx incentives.
Investments above are Incentive spending except for Partnerships and WFD.
Includes projected marketing spend, language access plan, and costs associated with interpretation services for customers
Includes 20 teams across 30+ municipalities.
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EM&V Policy Memo 10-21-21
The following items memorialize the understanding between DOER, the Attorney General, the PAs,
and EEAC Consultants (hereafter, “the parties”) regarding evaluation policy issues as part of term
sheet negotiations for the 2022-2024 plan.
1. Market Effects
i.To account for the planned substantial investment in heat pump market transformation in the
2022-2024 term, the Plan includes a 22% market effects factor, which is based on an evaluated
spillover value from heat pump fuel displacement, for all market rate residential electrification
measures in both electric and gas programs. This includes:
1. Minisplit heat pumps
2. Central heat pumps
3. Air to water heat pumps
4. Ground source heat pumps
ii.The market effects factor for income-eligible will include a 10% market effects factor, which is
based on the evaluated contractor spillover value from evaluation research,
iii.In addition, the Plan also includes a 22% market effects factor for C&I prescriptive electrification
installing small C&I heat pumps, specifically ducted and ductless heat pumps <5.4 tons replacing
oil and propane heating and water heating equipment.
iv.For C&I prescriptive electrification installing large heat pumps (≥5.4 tons) as well as C&I custom
electrification, including VRF measures, the Plan includes a 10% market effects factor, which is
based on the evaluated contractor spillover value from evaluation research.
v.The market effects factor would only be counted if at least 50% of the agreed-upon annual goals
as described in the term sheet are met (the 50% volume thresholds for residential and incomeeligible, and 50% threshold for C&I based on MMBtu.) The PAs would claim the market effect
savings in each Annual Report, with a “true up” at the end of the term, based upon aggregate
performance over the combined three years of the 2022-2024 Plan term. For example, if the PAs
do not meet the 50% threshold in one year, but far exceeded it in other years, so that the 50%
threshold is met for the term, then no adjustment would be needed in the Term Report. If the PAs
meet the threshold in one year, but not the other two, such that they do not meet the 50%
threshold for the term, then the PAs would give back the savings for the one year they met the
threshold.
vi.The market effects factor alone (no free ridership) would be counted for the purpose of GHG
because market effects from PA efforts in 2022–2024 are expected to result in the adoption of
heat pumps outside of the PA programs that contribute to gross GHG goals and would not be
accounted for elsewhere. For the purpose of performance incentives, spillover and free ridership
would be included as part of the typical net savings calculations.
vii.The PAs will evaluate market effects this term, and those evaluation findings will be used to claim
market effects savings starting in 2025. This rigorous evaluation of market effects that accrue over
the long term will include:
1. Studying barriers to heat pump adoption.
2. Establishing and documenting a program theory for the PA’s market transformation
efforts, including key indicators that would be expected to change as the market
transforms.

3. Gathering baseline information for key indicators of market transformation starting in
2022 and measuring them over time to understand the extent of market transformation
the PAs are generating.
4. Adapting program strategies to address evaluation findings during the term PAs.
The PAs will include an initial market transformation plan and brief description of their initial program
theory in the planned narrative submitted on November 1, 2021.
2. Fuel switching baselines
2A. Baselines for fuel switching in existing buildings (i.e., custom retrofit fuel switching)
For custom retrofit projects, the parties agree that the baseline fuel should be the preexisting fuel.
With regard to the type of equipment assumed to be the baseline for custom retrofit projects, the
parties agree that fossil fuel to electric heat pump switching occurring under the C&I Existing
Building Retrofit initiative and supplanting all or part of both existing heating and cooling services to
the affected loads will use the existing heating and cooling system types in establishing baseline
energy use. This applies to both end of life and early retirement measures. Evaluation will assess
system baselines for heat pump impacts covered by this agreement, and relevant evaluation
findings will be used to inform baseline assumptions for future plans. C&I heat pump baselines not
explicitly covered by this agreement will be determined using existing EM&V frameworks and
practices and applied to the following program year as with other impact parameters.
Regarding assumptions for the efficiency of baseline equipment, the parties agree that custom fuel
switching retrofit projects will use a single existing efficiency baseline if PAs confirm that the
replaced equipment was operational at the time of replacement and an independent agency (e.g., a
TA vendor) provides qualitative statement about the operation/condition of the equipment which
supports the claim that the customer would have continued to use this equipment for the
foreseeable future. This statement would be based on a site visit and discussion with facilities
personnel, visual inspection of equipment, and maintenance logs (if available).
2B. Baselines for fuel switching in C&I new construction
The parties agree to use following guidelines for fuel switching C&I new construction projects 1:
a) Use a gas baseline for customers with gas service available, and a delivered fuel (propane)
baseline for customers who do not have gas service available. In this case, the PAs propose
defining gas service as being “available” for a new building if the nearest neighboring building
has gas service (or within 100 feet of property line).
b) Agree that evaluation will not overturn the fuel type of a baseline in the future.
c) Apply a NTG value to fuel switching savings in the model to account for those customers who
would have installed a heat pump on their own, without program influence. These customers
exist and must be accounted for in the savings claimed by PAs. Since there isn’t currently an
evaluated value for C&I electrification NTG, the parties agree to use a negotiated value for 2022,
This proposal is not intended to waive any PA argument presented to and pending before the Department of
Public Utilities in D.P.U. 16-169.

1

and conduct a study during that year to arrive at a researched NTG value or values for the
remainder of the Plan term.
3. BERDO and other Local Energy Initiatives
As cities and towns have increasingly adopted more stringent energy polices, a primary driver of
adoption of these policies is access to EE incentives and, more generally, PA program support of these
municipalities and customers in these jurisdictions. Municipalities depend on PA incentives to help
customers meet the higher efficiency levels they strive for. Stakeholders expect customers subject to
the Boston Building Energy Reporting and Disclosure Ordinance (BERDO) and other local energy
initiatives would continue to have access to Mass Save technical assistance, vendors, incentives, etc., as
a path to complying with these standards.
Given this context, the parties agree that the PAs should be able to serve customers in areas with
BERDO and the parties agree to apply this concept to other similar municipal ordinances. The parties
also agree to work together to determine how to apply this concept in practice.
Issue 4: Application of C&I new construction industry standard practice (ISP) baselines
The parties agree that new construction whole building projects be evaluated against the baselines that
were in effect at the time of project initiation. Project initiation is defined as the earliest of the following
milestones that could occur, depending on the project and PA: 1) Memorandum of Understanding date;
2) Engineering Service Agreement date; 3) Signing of any application; 4) Signing of a registration form.
Under this policy, all new projects would incorporate the most up-to-date ISP baselines available at the
time of project initiation. Those baselines will be considered locked at project initiation from an
evaluation perspective. Therefore, realization rates will account for errors in baseline choice or
discrepancies/errors in savings assumptions, but they will not retrospectively apply impacts from new
ISP baselines to older projects. Instead, the programs will ensure on the front end that all new projects
use the most updated baselines available. For projects that were initiated under a retrospective
framework (prior to 2022) but close under a prospective framework (2022 and later), the PAs propose
using the same prospective evaluation treatment and holding these projects accountable in evaluation
to the baselines that were in place at the time of project initiation.
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Summary of PI Mechanism
 Mechanism includes three components based on benefits and is aligned
with the priorities set forth in the 2022-2024 Plan:
▫

1) Equity Component

▫

2) Electrification Component

▫

3) Standard Component

 Each component has its own, distinct threshold and design levels
 Equity & Electrification components are not capped, subject to total/portfolio
PI capped at 125% of planned

 Standard component achievement > 125% cannot contribute to portfolio
max until Equity & Electrification thresholds met

 Equity & Electrification payout rates higher than Standard payout rate
 Discontinuation of Value Component and Targeted Active Demand Savings
Component from 2019-2021 PI Mechanism

 $170m statewide pool ($131.8m electric, $38.2m gas)

Summary of PI Components
Component

What’s Included

Threshold

Design

Cap

Equity

Benefits achieved in specific EJ communities and
selected Boston zip codes (not including large C&I)
and for moderate income customers statewide,
including from electrification

85%

100%

N/A

Equity benefits for Res/IE to be at least 25% of
Res/IE portfolio benefits for electric and 45% for
gas by 2024
Electrification

Benefits from electrification measures that are not
in EJ communities or not for moderate income
customers statewide

60%

100%

N/A

Standard

Benefits achieved in the rest of the service
territories that are not counted in the two benefits
components above

75% threshold
of standard
component or
meeting
weighted
average
portfolio
threshold

100%

125% of
standard EE
until equity &
electrification
thresholds are
met

Portfolio

All program benefits, with the exception of MAC
benefits from fossil fuel systems, are eligible to
earn PI in one (and only one) of the above PI
components

Weighted Avg
Threshold of
73% elec /
77% for gas *

100%

125%

There may be slight shifts in these percentages as numbers are updated to reflect final agreement/term sheet
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Components - Detailed




Equity Component




85% threshold, tied to proposed growth rates to ensure that threshold represents increase over baseline benefits








Includes C&I Turnkey, Residential End Use, Midstream measures – excludes other C&I
Includes fossil fuel measures in EJ communities & moderate income participants
Excludes any lighting delivered to renters & moderate income participants
Excludes benefits associated with the MAC on fossil fuel systems
Enhanced payout rate relative to Standard component

60% threshold
All electrification measures less those that occur in the designated EJ communities and moderate income participants
Enhanced payout rate relative to Standard component

Standard Component







Includes electrification measures in EJ communities & for moderate income participants

Electrification Component






Based on activity 1) occurring in agreed upon subset of agreed on EJ communities & Boston zip codes and 2) through the
moderate income offering

75% threshold of standard component or meeting weighted average portfolio threshold
All other residential and income eligible measures not already counted in the Equity or Electrification components
All C&I measures not already counted in the Equity or Electrification Components
Excludes benefits associated with the MAC on fossil fuel systems

Summary



All program benefits, with the exception of MAC benefits from fossil fuel systems, are eligible to earn PI in one (and only
one) of the above PI components
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Payout Rates
ELECTRIC PI 2022-2024*
Component

Statewide
Benefits
(No CLC)

% of
Total

Statewide
PI Pool

PI as %
of Pool

Payout Rates

Equity

$1.4B

16.2%

$23.7m

17.9%

$0.0172

Electrification

$2.2B

25.9%

$37.8m

28.7%

$0.0172

Standard

$4.9B

57.8%

$70.38m

53.3%

$0.0143

Total

$8.5B

$131.8m

GAS PI 2022-2024*
Component

Statewide
Benefits

% of
Total

Statewide
PI Pool

PI as %
of Pool

Payout Rates

Equity

$1.1B

28.8%

$14.1m

36.9%

$0.0126

Electrification**

$0.3B

8.7%

$4.2m

11.1%

$0.0126

Standard

$2.4B

62.5%

$19.8m

51.9%

$0.0081

Total

$3.9B

$38.2m

*There may be slight shifts in these totals and payout rates as numbers are updated to reflect final agreement/term sheet
**PAs are specifically looking into gas electrification to QC; current estimates look too high
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Sample Electric Scenarios
Equity
Electrification
Standard
Portfolio

% of benefits achieved
100%
100%
100%
100%

PI earned (illustrative design pool of $100)
$
17.67 equity threshold met
$
27.76 electrification threshold met
$
54.57 standard threshold met
$
100.00 hitting 100% of total benefits yields 100% PI

% of benefits achieved PI earned (illustrative design pool of $100)
Equity
Electrification
Standard
Portfolio

85%
60%
125%
102%

$
$
$
$

15.02
16.66
68.21
99.89

equity threshold met
electrification threshold met
standard threshold met
hitting 102% of total benefits yields 100% PI

Equity
Electrification
Standard
Portfolio

% of benefits achieved
85%
60%
171%
130%

PI earned (illustrative design pool of $100)
$
15.02 equity threshold met
$
16.66 electrification threshold met
$
93.32 standard threshold met
$
125.00 hitting 130% of total benefits yields 125% PI

Equity
Electrification
Standard
Portfolio

% of benefits achieved
130%
60%
70%
77%

PI earned (illustrative design pool of $100)
$
22.98 equity threshold met; no cap applied on equity
$
16.66 electrification threshold met
$
38.20 standard threshold not met, but portfolio threshold met
$
77.83 hitting 77% of total benefits yields 78% PI
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Sample Electric Scenarios

Equity
Electrification
Standard
Portfolio

% of benefits achieved
75%
65%
130%
105%

PI earned (illustrative design pool of $100)
$
‐
equity threshold not met
$
18.04 electrification threshold met
$
68.21 standard component capped at 125% since equity threshold not met
$
86.25 hitting 105% of total benefits yields 86% PI

Equity
Electrification
Standard
Portfolio

% of benefits achieved
75%
55%
130%
102%

PI earned (illustrative design pool of $100)
$
‐
equity threshold not met
$
‐
electrification threshold not met
$
68.21 standard component capped at 125% since equity threshold not met
$
68.21 hitting 100% of total benefits yields 68% PI

Equity
Electrification
Standard
Portfolio

% of benefits achieved
75%
80%
70%
73%

PI earned (illustrative design pool of $100)
$
‐
equity threshold not met
$
22.21 electrification threshold met
$
38.20 standard component not met, portfolio threshold met
$
60.40 hitting 73% of total benefits yields 60% PI
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Sample Gas Scenarios
Equity
Electrification
Standard
Portfolio

% of benefits achieved
100%
100%
100%
100%

PI earned (illustrative design pool of $100)
$
33.24 equity threshold met
$
6.16 electrification threshold met
$
60.60 standard threshold met
$
100.00 hitting 100% of total benefits yields 100% PI

Equity
Electrification
Standard
Portfolio

% of benefits achieved
85%
60%
125%
110%

PI earned (illustrative design pool of $100)
$
28.25 equity threshold met
$
3.69 electrification threshold met
$
75.75 standard threshold met
$
107.70 hitting 110% of total benefits yields 108% PI

Equity
Electrification
Standard
Portfolio

% of benefits achieved
85%
60%
155%
129%

PI earned (illustrative design pool of $100)
$
28.25 equity threshold met
$
3.69 electrification threshold met
$
93.67 standard threshold met
$
125.62 hitting 129% of total benefits yields 126% PI

Equity
Electrification
Standard
Portfolio

% of benefits achieved
130%
60%
70%
87%

PI earned (illustrative design pool of $100)
$
43.21 equity threshold met; no cap applied on equity
$
3.69 electrification threshold met
$
42.42 standard threshold not met, but portfolio threshold met
$
89.33 hitting 87% of total benefits yields 89% PI
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Sample Gas Scenarios

Equity
Electrification
Standard
Portfolio

% of benefits achieved
75%
65%
130%
110%

PI earned (illustrative design pool of $100)
$
‐
equity threshold not met
$
4.00 electrification threshold met
$
75.75 standard component capped at 125% since equity threshold not met
$
79.76 hitting 110% of total benefits yields 80% PI

Equity
Electrification
Standard
Portfolio

% of benefits achieved
75%
45%
130%
109%

PI earned (illustrative design pool of $100)
$
‐
equity threshold not met
$
‐
electrification threshold not met
$
75.75 standard component capped at 125% since equity threshold not met
$
75.75 hitting 109% of total benefits yields 76% PI

Equity
Electrification
Standard
Portfolio

% of benefits achieved
80%
100%
73%
77%

PI earned (illustrative design pool of $100)
$
‐
equity threshold not met
$
6.16 electrification threshold met
$
44.24 standard component not met, portfolio threshold met
$
50.40 hitting 77% of total benefits yields 50% PI
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Thank you

